
It’s the attention to detail that makes the difference

Genesis...  The Sliding Sash Window



Everything about the Genesis Sliding Sash has been designed to 
maintain exquisite period elegance without compromising the low 
maintenance and thermal efficiency benefits that modern PVC-U 
windows have to offer. 

The Genesis Sliding Sash is all about the detail...

Renowned for its unique but traditional timber jointing methods 
used on the sash and frame, the Genesis Sliding Sash also features 
elegant milled run through sash horns and a deep bottom sash rail 
for true authenticity and period charm. Matching milled Georgian/
Astragal bars can be added to complement or replicate any design 
or period feel you desire, perfect for sensitive conservation areas.

The Genesis Sliding Sash combines traditional period elegance with 
21st century PVC-U technology, the only truly authentic alternative 
to the timber windows of yesteryear.

It’s the attention to detail that makes the differenceHeritage...  



Scribed
decorative 
astragal bars 
add period charm 
(above & right).

Beautiful traditional 
milled run through 
sash horns (left).

Virtually  
maintenance free  
with no painting.  

That’s...

Genesis



It’s the attention to detail that makes the difference

Genesis is all about taking something great and making it even  
better. Our range of stunning colours and beautiful woodgrain foiled 
finishes help to do just that.

Nothing is standard about the Genesis Sliding Sash 
and there’s also nothing standard about our colours 
and finishes....

Our palette has been carefully selected to replicate the colours that 
were traditionally used to paint sliding sash windows. You can even 
choose to have one colour to the outside and a different colour on 
the inside to complement your interior décor.

All finishes are highly durable and won’t peel, fade or crack over 
time, so your windows will look as stunning in years to come as they 
do the day they’re installed.

Colours and 
 Finishes...  



White Foil Cream Foil Golden Oak

Dark Oak

Rosewood

Basalt Grey Slate Grey Rustic Oak Swamp OakLight Oak

Hazy Grey

Irish Oak

Natural Oak

Irish Oak Chartwell Green Black BrownAnthracite GreyAgate Grey

Colours to suit everyone and every home... Perfectly



Everything about the Genesis Sliding Sash has been designed to maintain 
exquisite period elegance without compromise.

Beautiful hardware to compliment and enhance... 

Although all the Genesis Acorn hardware is authentic in appearance it still 
meets and exceeds modern day security standards for complete peace of 
mind.

All Genesis Acorn hardware, including the locks, sash buttons, 
hooks, ring pulls and child restrictors beautifully match and are 
available in a great range of colours.White ChromeGoldSatin

It’s the attention to detail that makes the differenceHardware...  



Fully suited 
locks, sash hooks, 
buttons, ring pulls 
and child restrictors 
are just simply... 
Perfect.

Security  
that looks  

stylish and elegant. 

That’s...

Genesis



The beauty of modern PVC-U windows is thermal  
efficiency using state of the art technologies to 
keep your home warmer and your heating bills down, 
Genesis will offer you the same.

The Genesis Sliding Sash easily achieves  
a thermal Window Energy Rating of ‘A’...

Genesis has been specifically designed to meet and 
exceed all current legislation for thermal efficiency.

If you want all the benefits of modern PVC-U windows 
with all the period beauty and traditional charm of  
timber, look no further than the Genesis Sliding Sash  
to give you everything and more.

It’s the attention to detail that makes the difference

 Energy 
   saving...



Genesis will not only enhance a building’s 
appearance but reduce carbon emissions, 
heating bills and ongoing maintenance costs.

Keeping the  
elements out  

and money in  
your pocket. 

That’s...

Genesis



PVC-U windows in conservation areas and Grade II listed buildings have 
historically been strangers, but the Genesis Sliding Sash is now being 
widely accepted throughout the UK and in some areas specified as the 
real alternative to timber. 

The Genesis Sliding Sash is more than a match for timber in terms of 
aesthetics and thermal efficiency. Unlike timber, Genesis is virtually 
maintenance free and a simple wipe with a damp cloth will keep your 
windows as new as the day they were installed. 

Genesis will not only enhance a building’s appearance but reduce 
heating bills, ongoing maintenance costs and carbon emissions.

Genesis and conservation... a perfect match.

It’s the attention to detail that makes the difference

Conservation and 
 Planning...  



Respectfully  
traditional and 
energy efficient. 

That’s...

Genesis



Genesis Sliding Sash windows have been bringing a new lease of 
life to heritage buildings up and down the country. They can also 
add a touch of period style to modern homes. 

Designed to make a difference to any property... 
old or new.

Browse through the next few pages to see the beautiful authenticity 
of the Genesis Sliding Sash for yourself.

It’s the attention to detail that makes the differenceGallery...  



It’s the attention to detail that makes the difference

Every home  
deserves the best. 

That’s...

Genesis



Traditional,  
elegant and  

stylish. 

That’s...

Genesis





The photograph opposite shows a beautiful 
period, semi-detached property. 

The windows to the right house have been 
respectfully replaced with traditional,  
energy efficient and maintenance free  
PVC-U Genesis Sliding Sash... 

The left house still has the original timber 
windows which have not been replaced...

What’s really amazing is that it’s virtually 
impossible to tell the difference and that’s... 
Genesis.

“It was important to preserve 
the traditional appearance of our 
property but at the same time we 
needed to improve the security, 
energy efficiency and eliminate  
on going maintenance costs. 

The Genesis Sliding Sash ticked 
all the boxes and we are so pleased 
with the result, the best investment 
we’ve made in our home and everyone 
should consider Genesis as a truly 
authentic alternative to timber”.



A truly authentic  
alternative to timber. 

That’s...

Genesis





Designed to  
make a difference 
to any property, 

old or new. 

That’s...

Genesis



The photograph to the right shows a  
modern detached property built around 
the late 70’s.

The property was fitted originally with  
timber windows which were very tired, 
drafty and in need of regular annual  
maintenance. 

After careful consideration the Genesis 
Sliding Sash became the obvious choice 
for this homeowner. The decision to 
choose Genesis was easy based on  
performance, low ongoing maintenance 
costs, traditional authentic appearance 
and value for money when compared to  
timber windows.

What a transformation...

Genesis Sliding Sash windows have given 
a new lease of life to this 70’s property... 
True kerb appeal with a traditional twist.

Another great investment which has not 
only increased the value of the property 
it has also dramatically reduced heating 
and maintenance costs, another massive 
bonus for the lucky homeowner.

Life changing, that’s... Genesis.



A great  
investment to 

increase the value 
of your property. 

That’s...

Genesis





It’s all about  
taking something  
great and making  

it even better. 

That’s...

Genesis



It’s the attention to detail that makes the difference

All installers of the Genesis Sliding Sash focus on 
craftsmanship and service. 

The select installer network provides you with the 
correct installation and the highest quality support, 
further enhancing the value of your Genesis windows 
and as we all know... 

It’s the attention to detail that makes the difference.

Head Office Address
Unit 10, Livestock & Auction Centre, 

Wenlock Road, Bridgnorth, WV16 4QR

T: 01746 762855 or 01746 769944

Showroom Address
5 St Johns Hill, Shrewsbury,

SY1 1JD.

T: 01743 365995 or 01743 271069

E: sales@bridgnorthwindows.co.uk www.bridgnorthwindows.co.uk




